
 

 

From: Iwan Jones [mailto:iwan@bjpco.com]  

Sent: 29 February 2016 19:56 
To: Katherine King 

Cc: lauren@bjpco.com; celia@bjpco.com 
Subject: RE: Brechfa Forest Connection (EN020016) 

 

29
th

 February 2016 – E Mail Only  

Dear Katherine  

Subject: Our reference: BFC-OP0001 

Brechfa Forest Connection (EN020016)  

I felt I should update you.  

I am not aware that I have received any updated plans or correspondence from WPD showing the 

shrink to fit demise area; to now incorporate a much reduced land area combining the easement area 

and suitable access corridors since the 11
th
 of February 2016 when I received correspondence from 

BK that this was being considered. I phoned BK the following day [12
th
 February 2106] to confirm 

what was meant by the email from BK the previous day and I wrote a further e mail to BK the 

following day seeking clarification and the meaning to the earlier BK e mail.  

To date I now believe BJP and WPD/BK have a clear understanding in respect the requirement for a 

proportionate demise area, relevant and reasonable to the development and not as in many cases a full 

farm wide demise which I considered unreasonable, unnecessary and not proportionate to the 

development in question. WPD I believe now understood the concept, based on my conversation with 

them which took place on the 12
th
 February 2016. 

I have now heard from WPD regarding: - 

         Mr & Mrs G & RE Evans Nantyboncath regarding the landowner cost to bury additional 

cable.  

         Mrs DA Davies Llwyn-Newydd Alltwalis Road Carmarthen. Meeting to take place next 

week to discuss pole alignment. 

         Mr & Mrs Reader Penwaun, Alltwalis Road   Carmarthen. Meeting to take place next week 

to discuss pole alignment. 

Whilst I am pleased that WPD have at last began to roll out meetings I would confirm that I represent 

another 25 plus landowners who are still waiting for their first meeting [or proper meaningful 

meeting] with WPD and as yet we have still not received the revised demise plans or an indication 

when Landowners meetings will take place for the remainder of BJP clients. I am insistent that each 

landowner needs a specific meeting with WPD to run through the revised HoT and discuss the revised 

plans. Professionally I am not prepared to act as a WPD agent to simply get HoTs signed. This is not 

my job. This is why all BJP clients have not signed HoTs to date based on current professional advice. 

This may change when I have clarity from WPD. 

For the record I would confirm that I wrote to all BJP clients prior to the recent DCO/CA Meetings 

requesting landowner advise and providing all BJP clients with the option to sign the modified HoT 

presented to BJP clients by WPD prior to the DCO/CA Meetings. All BJP clients declined to sign 

until demise area plans were suitably modified to reflect the proportionate development area. I 

advised clients that I would not address claims until the demise area had in most cases been suitably 

shrunk and proportionate to the required development.  
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Whilst I accept in good faith this is going to be delivered by WPD. once again the process is 

frustratingly slow. 

WPD must meet my clients and discuss and negotiate the HoT around a table with me and the 

landowner. This is especially the case when the parties walk the access corridors and pick up and 

modify problems before they occur. None of what is suggested is unreasonable or difficult. All that is 

needed is for WPD and their agent to fully engage. Preferred landowner meetings are unfair and 

unreasonable. All landowners must be treated the same. 

I wrote to WPD 18
th
 February 2016 on a ‘without prejudiced basis’ regarding BJP fees and other 

related land matters pertaining to WPD proposals. I have so far had no meaningful response regarding 

the commitment to the demise shrink to fit and modified plans appropriate to this agreement.. 

I have therefore resent WPD/BK as ‘open correspondence’ this previous letter I sent ‘WP’ in order to 

upload and submit to PINS with your authority. The only item which has been removed is specific 

reference to professional fees which WPD/BK have responded to. 

The previous letter, fees aside [which can be added for complete transparency] are highlighted below 

in blue. 

18
th

 February 2016 sent WP and resent 29
th

 February 2016 as open correspondence  

Hi Nick[BK]/John[WPD] 

There is a requirement for BJP to revisit all BJP clients once we received the revised demise plan. 

There is a requirement for WPD to revisit the fee arrangement with BJP before the required BJP 

commitment to a second round of meetings with BJP landowner clients to discuss and negotiate HoT 

documents including revised land interest plans and further investigation of unknown land interests. 

All BJP clients have confirmed their commitment to this ongoing process [even though some clients 

would still prefer to see the line placed underground – and which remains a perfectly reasonable 

position – notwithstanding the current DNO Process]. This commitment was fully forthcoming from 

all clients based on my previous HoT meeting with all BJP clients before Christmas 2015 and in the 

early part of 2016. There are no BJP clients who will refuse to sign the HoT -subject to acceptable 

HoTs which still need to be worked on. I trust this finds comfort with WPD.  

Due in the reasonable view of BJP clients and this is also my position, all BJP clients felt compelled 

not to sign the revised HoT document offered to BJP as they felt the land take was not proportionate 

to the development being proposed by WPD. BJP have already expressed their concerns on the 

grounds of proportionality which incidentally the inspector advocated in early meeting before the 

DCO process with WPD.  I understand that it is WPD’s intention to reduce the demise area to 

appropriate field boundaries in which will sit the easement and appropriate rights of way to the 

easement. The original engagement between WPD and BJP should have been on the basis of this 

reasoned proportionality. Your original engagement with the Inspector confirmed this. 

In order that WPD have the appropriate access and are not held to ransom by unreasonable 

landowners [ I am not aware you will have any problems from any of my clients] I am able to suggest 

that if you have concerns about access that you draft an appropriate clause in the revised HoT,  that 

in the event that the access corridor is unable to be used [due to weather for instance, or trees down ] 

that the parties reasonably agree to appropriate alternative routing and all damage be repaired to the 

total satisfaction of the landowner or the landowner carries out repairs and is compensated etc. 

However, there is one area that needs to be addressed and these comprise significant aborted fees 

incurred by BJP caused by your client’s unreasonableness to modify the demise area as outlined 

above on the basis of what was required and reasoned proportionality. 



 

 

If WPD had listened to BJP and my clients very reasonable argument, we would not be where we are 

at the stage 5 deadline.  

When you get back into the office there is much to discuss and I want a clear commitment and 

undertaking in respect to BJP fee arrangement running forward which incorporates all BJP fees to 

date including HoT meetings on an appropriate fee schedule to be verified and sent across and 

agreed between us both if need be subject to time sheets. On the basis of a clear understanding and a 

clear commitment to the updated BJP fee structure, can I have some ideas when I will receive the 

revised demise plans which will again require a second round of meeting with BJP landowners to 

fully explain the changes that are about to descend on BJP clients. Many BJP clients do not follow the 

debate closely but they have given BJP full authority to negotiate and redraft the HoTs on their behalf 

as well as advice on signing. 

You must appreciate that many BJP clients are on the whole are extremely upset in the way that 

Freedom have gone about their work. Most of the landowners will have to deal with WPD again in 

the future and it is imperative that WPD repair the relationship running forward. 

Regards Iwan  

BJP  

On a separate issue I understand that the Inspector requested all the engagement correspondence 

between Bruton Knowles and BJP. Does the Inspector wish BJP to furnish this information as I note 

to date that this correspondence has not been published? Apart from the single page engagement table 

from BK I have not received the engagement correspondence to agree this with BK?  

When I spoke to BK they agreed it was simpler for them to forward this correspondence as a 

significant number of WPD/BK letters are PDF secured and need to be redacted in word which I 

cannot do. I have still not received the correspondence trail from WPD/BK to confirm its validity. 

I would be obliged for feedback from you as the engagement from WPD continues to be erratic and 

slow. 

 

Regards Iwan  

I A R JONES 

BSc MRICS FAAV 

Registered Valuer RICS 

BJP 

104 Lammas Street  

Carmarthen 

SA31 3AP 
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